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• EXECOM Meetings 
An idea is better executed when it's being evaluated in a group and thus prevail over the 
dilemma. The EXECOM meetings were held in order to communicate and know each 
members. The new representatives were selected for the available posts and they elucidate their 
plans throughout the year. 

• Annual General Meeting(AGM) 
The annual general body meeting was mustered for the handing over ceremony of positions. The 
meeting evaluated the previous year performance and further discussed the future plan for the 
year. The members for new EXECOM 2020 were officially announced. 

• MEMBERSHIP ELEVATION PROGRAM 
Members are an asset to every organisations.Their enthusiasm and energy are to be well 
utilized for a better performance. The membership elevation program was organised 
by the SB and the session was handled MDCs of Kerala Session and Kochi Hub to let the students 
know about IEEE.Letting the students know from the roots is understanding it to the tip. It would 
rather elevate their eagerness and excitement in the same. The sessions were as interesting and 
energetic as possible. It really contributed to the SB. 

• Friday Sessions 
Innovation is the outcome of a habit, not a random act. - Sukant Ratnakar 
Innovative minds are to be encouraged and supported for their development. Friday Sessions 
include 2 lecture and 2 hands on sessions. The students were given sessions on C coding to 
develop their skills in this area. The sessions were handled by Mr.Amal K Benny 
(Webmaster&Technical Coordinator IEEE SB CEP) 

• Technical Quiz 
Quiz offer a great deal in creating enthusiasm among the young minds in facing the exams with 
a courage. A handful of knowledge is better than a hidden treasure, though. The technical quiz 
was held as part of IEEE LINK Techsortium Event.It gave as an idea about how updated are we, 
to the evolving world. 

• Spectrum Talks 
Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking and thinking provides excitement among 
students and create awarness.Learning about the technologies make them adaptive to the 
world. During lunch breaks, the student members were given technical talks to mould them as 
competitive professionals. 

• EXECOT(Execom Training) 
Good leaders need to be moulded by extraordinary leaders to get the complete essence in 
them. The EXECOM Training session, EXECOT was held to built a powerful team of members. It 
was lead by the most active and vibrant IEEE Kerala Section, Young Professional volunteers 
Er.Anandhu s Kumar, Er.Anish MS, Er.Saran KS & Er.Staji Wilson. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

• Gambler 
True luck consists not in holding the best of the cards at the table; luckiest is he who knows just 
when to rise. The event GAMBLER brought a chance to gamble your knowledge to its best, facing 
the risks to get more and victory crowns the one who is ready to dare.Gambler,quiz series based 
on technical as well as non technical fields, hosted by IEEE SB CEP in association with IEEE Kochi 
Hub as a pre event of KHM War. It had a participation of 28 members of 7 teams consisting of 4 
members in a team from different Student Branches. The event gathered a huge appreciation. 
 

• Logo Unveiling Ceremony 
There are some teams and logos you see, no matter where you are in the world, and you know 
exactly who they are and what they mean. As a new venture of IEEE SB CEP, the new logo was 
designed. The logo was unveiled by Dr.E S Jayachandran, Principal College of Engineering Poonjar. 
The logo created a sense of identity and belongingness among the members 

• Ticket2Tech 
In this fast evolving time of digital technology, it’s relevant to correct the perplexed minds. A series 
of technical talks were systematized to elevate the knowledge.First Ticket #1 Li-Fi was taken as 
the first to discuss. The talk was given by Mr.Delin M Joseph (MDC,IEEE SB CEP) our resource 
person who is an expert in the field. Second One  #2 Cyber Security in Smart Grid will be taken by 
Ms. Catherin Antony (Link Rep &WIE chair, IEEE SB CEP).We are fortunate to have these 
resourceful persons to put forward the talks. The event is continuing with a great success. 
 
 
 
 


